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This paper discusses a projective variant of the fixed-point theorem for a class of
mappings satisfying the Meir]Keeler-type contraction condition in ordered Banach
spaces through projective metric. We also prove a result on the e-chainability of
the Thompson's metric, using an elementary argument. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a complete metric space and let T : X “ X satisfy
d Tx , Ty F r d x , y , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where r g 0, 1 , and x, y g X. The celebrated Banach Contraction Princi-
ple says that there exists a unique fixed point x* of T such that
lim T n x s x* for any initial point x g X. There are many directions ofn“‘
Ž .generalization to this principle, and one of them is to replace 1 by
d Tx , Ty F f d x , y , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where f : R “ R satisfies various conditions. Among them, we wouldq q
w x w xlike to mention the ones of Boyd-Wong 2 , Browder 3 , Dugundji and
w x w x w xGranas 6 , Krasnosel'skiõ 11 , and Rakotch 16 .Ï
w xMeir and Keeler 14 introduced the weakly uniformly strict contraction:
given a ) 0, there exists b ) a such that
a F d x , y - b implies d Tx , Ty - a. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
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w x Ž .In 14 , Meir and Keeler also constructed an example that satisfies 3 but
not the ones of Boyd-Wong and Rakotch. By observing Jachymski's equiva-
w x Ž .lence argument 10 , it seems that 3 is a more general form of the
Ž .contraction condition than 2 .
w xEdelstein 7 proposed an extension of the Banach Contraction Principle
in another direction. He considered a mapping T : X “ X, which satisfies
w .the uniform local contraction condition: there exist e ) 0 and l g 0, 1
such that
d x , y - e implies d Tx , Ty F l d x , y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
If X is e-chainable, which means that for any x, y g X, there exists an
Ž .e-chain, i.e., x s x , x , . . . , x s y n may depend on both x and y such0 1 n
Ž .that d x , x - e , i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, then T has an attractive fixedi iq1
point.
w xBlending the arguments of Meir]Keeler and Edelstein, Jachymski 9 es-
tablished the following theorem.
w xTHEOREM 1.1 9, Theorem 3 . Let X be a complete metric space and T :
X “ X. Suppose there exists e ) 0 such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i d Tx, Ty - d x, y for any x, y with 0 - d x, y - e .
Ž .ii For any 0 - h - e there exists a d , 0 - d - e y h such that, for
Ž . Ž .any x, y g X, d x, y - h q d implies d Tx, Ty F h.
Then we ha¤e
Ž .  n 418. If there exists x g X such that d x , Tx - 0, then T x con-0 0 0 0
¤erges to a fixed point of T.
Ž .28. If X, d is e-chainable, then T has a unique fixed point x* such
that T n “ x* for any x g X.
From the theorem, we get the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.2. Let X be a complete e-chainable metric space and T :
Ž . Ž .X “ X. Suppose that for any a g 0, e there exists b g a, e such that
a F d x , y - b implies d Tx , Ty - a. 5Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then there exists a unique fixed point x* of T with lim T n x s x* for anyn“‘
x g X.
It is well known that many contraction-type fixed-point theorems have
Ž w xtheir projective variants in ordered Banach spaces e.g., 4, 5, 12, 15, 17
.and the references therein . In this spirit, we use Corollary 1.2 to study the
nonlinear increasing operators in ordered Banach spaces by the Thomp-
son's metric in Section 2. In the meantime, we prove a result on the
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e-chainability of the Thompson's metric without invoking the results of
w x w xMenger 1 and Nussbaum 15 .
In Section 3, an example is given to indicate the possible applications.
2. FIXED-POINT THEOREMS IN ORDERED
BANACH SPACES
Let B be a real Banach space partially ordered by a cone P, i.e., x F y
iff y y x g P. In the remainder of the paper, we always assume that the
5 5 5 5norm is monotone, i.e., 0 F x F y implies that x F y . A normal cone P
Êwill guarantee that B has an equivalent norm that is monotone. P stands
for the interior of P. Let D ; B. An operator A: D “ B is said to be
increasing if Ax F Ay for x F y.
 4x, y g P y 0 are said to be comparable if there exist positive numbers
 4l and m such that m y F x F l y. This equivalent relation divides P _ 0
Êinto disjoint components of P. If P / B, then it is a component of P. In
this section, C will always stand for a component of P. For x, y g C, if
Êy y x g C, then we denote x < y. Since P is a component of P, x < y
Ê Êmeans y y x g P if x, y g P.
For x, y g C, let
 4M xry s inf l ) 0: x F l y ,Ž .
and
 4m xry s sup m ) 0: x G m y .Ž .
w xThompson's metric 16 is defined by
d x , y s ln max M xry , M yrx 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
or
d x , y s yln min m xry , m yrx . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
We first quote some results from the literature that will be used later on.
w xPROPOSITION 2.1 17, Lemma 3 . Each component C of P is complete
with Thompson's metric.
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 2.2 from the proof of Lemma 3 in 17 . Let C be a
 4component of P and x be a Cauchy sequence in C with respect ton
Ž .  4Thompson's metric d ?, ? . Then x is also a Cauchy sequence in norm.n
Ž . 5 5Furthermore, lim d x , u s 0 implies lim x y u s 0.n“‘ n n“‘ n
Êw x Ž .In 15, Proposition 1.12 , Nussbaum proved that P, d is strongly metri-
Žwcally convex. This combines with a theorem of Menger 1, Theorem 14.1,
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Êx. Ž .p. 41 implying that P, d is e-chainable. Here we are going to prove that
each component C is e-chainable under Thompson's metric by an elemen-
tary argument.
w xWe first prove a lemma that complements Lemma 2.3 in 4 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let x, y g C, a, b G 0, and a q b ) 0. Then
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .i M xrax q by F max 1, M xry r a q b .
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .ii m xrax q by G min 1, m xry r a q b .
Ž .Proof. i follows from
a b
x s x q x
a q b a q b
a b
F x q M xry yŽ .
a q b a q b
max 1, M xry 4Ž .
F ax q by ,Ž .
a q b
Ž .and ii follows from
a b
x s x q x
a q b a q b
a b
G x q m xry yŽ .
a q b a q b
min 1, m xry 4Ž .
G ax q by .Ž .
a q b
LEMMA 2.4. For 0 F t - s F 1 and x, y g C, we ha¤e
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž  Ž .4i M sx q 1 y s yrtx q 1 y t y F s y t max 1, M xry y
 Ž .4.min 1, m yrx q 1.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž  Ž .4ii M tx q 1 y t yrsx q 1 y s y F s y t max 1, M yrx y
 Ž .4.min 1, m xry q 1.
Ž .  Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž . Žiii max M sx q 1 y s yrtx q 1 y t y , M tx q 1 y t yrsx q 1
. .4 Ž .Ž  Ž . Ž .4  Ž . Ž .4.y s y F s y t max M xry , M y, x y min m xry , m yrx q 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3,
x F M xrtx q 1 y t y tx q 1 y t yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
F max 1, M xry tx q 1 y t y 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
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and
y G m yrtx q 1 y t y tx q 1 y t yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
G min 1, m xry tx q 1 y t y . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .
Thus
x y y F max 1, M xry y min 1, m yrx tx q 1 y t y . 6 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Hence
sx q 1 y s y s s y t x y y q tx q 1 y t yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F s y t max 1, M xry 4Ž . Ž .Ž
ymin 1, m yrx tx q 1 y t y q tx q 1 y t y 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž ..
s s y t max 1, M xry 4Ž . Ž .Ž
ymin 1, m yrx q 1 tx q 1 y t y . 4Ž . Ž .Ž ..
Ž .i follows immediately.
Ž . w xSince 6 holds for any t g 0, 1 , we can switch x and y and have
y y x F max 1, M yrx y min 1, m xry sx q 1 y s y . 7 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Then
tx q 1 y t y s s y t y y x q sx q 1 y s yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F s y t max 1, M yrx 4Ž . Ž .Ž
ymin 1, m xry sx q 1 y s y 4Ž . Ž .Ž ..
q sx q 1 y s yŽ .Ž .
s s y t max 1, M yrx 4Ž . Ž .Ž
ymin 1, m xry q 1 sx q 1 y s y . 4Ž . Ž .Ž ..
Ž .Hence we have ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4iii follows from i and ii by noticing max M xry , M yrx G 1 and
 Ž . Ž .4min m xry , m yrx F 1.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. C, d is e-chainable.
Proof. Let x, y g C and e ) 0. Choose n ) 1 such that
1
ln max M xry , M yrx y min m xry , m yrx q 1 - e . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5n
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i iŽ .Then x s x , x , . . . , x s y will be an e-chain, where x s 1 y x q y,0 1 n i n n
i s 1, 2, . . . , n. In fact,
d x , xŽ .i iq1
s ln max M x rx , M x rx 4Ž . Ž .i iq1 iq1 i
i i q 1
F ln 1 y y 1 y max M xry , M yrx 4Ž . Ž .Ž½ ž / ž /ž /n n
ymin m xry , m yrx q 1 by Lemma 2.4 iii 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .. 5
1
s ln max M xry , M yrx y min m xry , m yrx q 1 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5n
- e , i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.
THEOREM 2.6. Let A: C “ C be increasing and satisfy: there exists
Ž . Ž . Ž .e g 0, 1 such that for any a g e , 1 , we ha¤e b g e , a so that
t g b , a implies A tx 4 a Ax. 8Ž Ž . Ž .
Then there exists a unique fixed-point x* of A with lim An x s x* for anyn“‘
x g C.
Ž .Proof. Let e 9 s yln e . By Proposition 2.5, C, d is e 9-chainable.
Ž . Ž . yaGiven a g 0, e 9 , there exists a g 0, 1 such that a s e . For this a ,
Ž . Ž .there exists b g e , a such that 12 is satisfied. Put b s yln b. It is
clear that a - b - e 9.
Ž .Let x, y g C with a F d x, y - b. Without loss of generality, assume
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M xry G M yrx , i.e., d x, y s ln M xry . Hence
1 1
a bs e F M xry - e s .Ž .
a b
Now
y1A x G A M yrx yŽ . Ž .Ž .
y1G A M xry yŽ .Ž .
4 a A y . by 8Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Since A x y a A y g C and A y g C, there exists h ) 0 such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A x y a A y G hA y . Then A x G a q h A y , which implies that
1 1Ž Ž . Ž ..M A y rA x F - . By a similar argument, we can see that
a q h a
y1A y G A M xry x 4 a A xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1 1Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .implies M A x rA y - . Therefore d A x , A y - ln s a.
a a
By Corollary 1.2, there exists a unique fixed point x* g C such that
Ž n .lim d A x, x* s 0 for any x g C. Using Proposition 2.2, we haven“‘
n5 5lim A x y x* s 0 for any x g C.n“‘
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A: C “ C be increasing and satisfy: there exists
Ž . Ž .e g 0, 1 such that for any t g e , 1 , we ha¤e
A tx G f t Ax , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž x Ž .where f : e , 1 “ e , 1 is left-continuous and f t ) t. Then there exists a
unique fixed-point x* of A with lim An x s x* for any x g C.n“‘
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let t g e , 1 be given and denote d s f t y t . Since f is0 0 0
< Ž . Ž . <left-continuous, there exists h ) 0 such that f s y f t - d when0
0 - t y s - h. We can choose h so small such that t y h ) e . Then for0 0
Ž xany s g t y h, t , we have0 0
A sx y t Ax G f s A x y t Ax s f s y t Ax.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Note that f s y t ) f t y d y t s 0. On the other hand, there exists0 0 0
l ) 0 such that
A sx y t Ax F A sx F l Ax ,Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .since both A sx and A x are in C. It follows that A sx y t Ax g C,0
Ž . Ž .i.e., A sx 4 t Ax. Hence A satisfies 8 . An application of Theorem 2.60
concludes the proof.
Ž .Condition 9 is slightly weaker than the one used to define the ascend-
w xing operators, which is introduced by Krause 12 .
3. APPLICATION
Let E be a real Banach space and P be a solid cone in E, which
introduces a partial order on E such that the norm is monotone. We will
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Ž .consider the periodic boundary value problem PBVP ,
yx0 s f t , x , t g JŽ .
x 0 s x 1 , x9 0 s x9 1 , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .where J s 0, 1 and f g C J = E, E .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Since P is solid, C J, P is a solid cone in C J, E and int C J, P s
ÊŽ . w x Ž .C J, P 8, Lemma 2.1.2 . In the following, we assume that C J, E is
Ž .partially ordered by C J, P .
Suppose
Ê ÊŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .i f s, x s q Mx s g P for all x g C J, P .
Ž .ii There exists M ) 0 such that
f s, x s y f s, y s q M x s y y s g PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
when x G y.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii There exists e g 0, 1 such that for any a g e , 1 , we have
Ž . Ž xb g e , a , so that k g b , a implies
 4f s, kx s y a f s, x s q M k y a x s g P _ 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
w x 2Ž .It is well known 8, Theorem 1.5.5 that x g C J, E is a solution of the
Ž . Ž .PBVP 13 iff x g C J, E is a solution of the nonlinear Fredholm integral
equation
1
x t s G* t , s f s, x s q Mx s ds, t g J , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
where
Ž . Ž .' 'y1 M syt M 1ysqt¡b e q e , t F s,~G* t , s sŽ .
Ž . Ž .' 'y1 M syt M 1ytqs¢b e q e , t ) s,
M' Ž .and b s 2 M e y 1 . Let us consider the operator A defined by
1
Ax t s G* t , s f s, x s q Mx s ds, t g J .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Ê ÊŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i implies that A: C J, P “ C J, P , and ii implies that A is increas-
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ing. Since f is continuous, iii implies that A kx t y a Ax t ) 0 for
Ž . Ž .all t g J, where k and a are defined in iii . Hence A kx y a Ax g
ÊŽ . Ž .C J, P , so that A satisfies 8 in Theorem 2.6. Therefore we can apply
Ž .Theorem 2.6 to the PBVP 10 .
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